DNA TEAK, GANDIABLASCO’S WARMEST COLLECTION
DNA, created by José A. Gandía-Blasco Canales, is the collection that best captures the
essence of GANDIABLASCO. This year the warmth and natural durability of teak has been
added to the design.
DNA TEAK is constructed using teak timber slats, the perfect counterpoint of the aluminium
profiles that characterise the entire collection. Inspired on a game of light and shade that
references the archetypal Mediterranean window shutter, as well as the works of those
oriental architects who use wooden slats and bamboo stalks.
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The quality and natural durability of the teak contrasts with the aluminium profile of all the
furniture, the favourite material of GANDIABLASCO over the years. Its chestnut tones
combine with the anodised aluminium colour and with all the other powder coated tones
available within the collection.
DNA now extends its potential for creating elegant and characterful exterior spaces for
small terraces and large contract projects.

Brand: GANDIABLASCO
Collection: DNA TEAK
Designer: José A. Gandía-Blasco Canales
Year: 2018
Material: Anodized aluminium or coated
aluminum and teak wood
Composition: Polyurethane foam rubber
covered with water-repellent fabric
Colours: Anodized, white, agate grey,
concrete grey, cement grey, olive green,
sand, bronze, beige red, orange brown,
red orange, wine red, blue grey, grey blue,
signal grey, anthracite, grey brown and
black
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About José A. Gandía-Blasco Canales:
José Antonio Gandía-Blasco Canales was born in Ontinyent, Valencia.
After studying law at the University of Valencia he began working in the
family business GANDIABLASCO. In addition to company president,
José A. is artistic director. Most of the collections of furniture and
textiles include his work and are marketed worldwide.
About GANDIABLASCO:
GANDIABLASCO is the outdoor furniture brand belonging to Gandia
Blasco Group, a family company founded in 1941 manufacturing
blankets. Since the year 2000 José Gandía-Blasco Canales, current
President and Creative Director of the company, has focused activities
on the design of outdoor furniture with an architectural character,
launched to evoke a life philosophy inspired by its Mediterranean roots
which has brought the company to more than 90 countries. The quality
of its designs, its passion for outdoor living, the ongoing collaboration
with architects and industrial designers from around the globe has all
helped consolidate the company’s team work and its unique approach.
Since 2019 the new creative director for the GANDIABLASCO brand is
the architect Daniel Germani.
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